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Collapse models describe phenomenologically the quantum-to-classical transition by adding suit-
able nonlinear and stochastic terms to the Schro¨dinger equation, thus (slightly) modifying the
dynamics of quantum systems. Experimental bounds on the collapse parameters have been derived
from various experiments involving a plethora of different systems, from single atoms to gravita-
tional wave detectors. Here, we give a comprehensive treatment of the Continuous Spontaneous
Localization (CSL) model, the most studied among collapse models, for Fermi liquids. We consider
both the white and non-white noise case. Application to various astrophysical sources is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collapse models provide a phenomenological descrip-
tion of quantum measurements, by adding stochastic and
non-linear terms to the Schro¨dinger equation, which im-
plement the collapse of the wave function [1]. Such ef-
fects are negligible for microscopic systems, and become
stronger when their mass increases. This is how the
quantum-to-classical transition is described and the mea-
surement problem solved, which is the main motivation
why they were formulated in the first place.
The most studied model is the Continuous Sponta-
neous Localization (CSL) model [2, 3]. It applies to iden-
tical particles and the collapse, which is implemented by
a noise coupled nonlinearly to the mass-density of the
system, occurs continuously in time. The collapse ef-
fects are quantified by two parameters: the collapse rate
λ, and the correlation length of the noise rC. Different
theoretical proposals for their numerical value were sug-
gested: λ = 10−16 s−1 and rC = 10−7 m by Ghirardi,
Rimini and Weber [4]; λ = 10−8±2 s−1 for rC = 10−7 m,
and λ = 10−6±2 s−1 for rC = 10−6 m by Adler [5]. Exper-
imental data were extensively used to bound the parame-
ters [5–24] and new proposals were presented, suggesting
how to further push these bounds [24–31]. Fig. 1 sum-
marizes the state of the art.
In this context, one important question is the origin
of the collapse noise. While collapse models do not give
an answer, as the collapse is inserted ‘by hand’ into the
Schro¨dinger dynamics (but its mathematical structure
is fully constrained by the request of no-superluminal-
singling and norm-conservation [1]), several times it has
been suggested that is related to gravity [32–42]. If there
is truth in this conjecture, then the gravitational fluctua-
tions responsible for the collapse add to the usual gravita-
tional effects present in matter, in particular in strongly
gravitationally bound systems as those we will consider
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in this paper.
A consequence of collapse models is a spontaneous
heating, induced by the random collapse. This effect has
been calculated for many types of systems [13, 14, 16–
19, 23, 24], but not for Fermi liquids, an issue raised in
a recent paper of Tilloy and Stace [43]. Here, we give
a comprehensive treatment of CSL induced heating in
Fermi liquids, including the experimentally relevant case
of non-white noise, and apply our results to various as-
trophysical systems, including neutron stars.
II. CSL MODEL - PERTURBATIVE
CALCULATION
Following [23], we consider the transition amplitude
cfi(t) caused by a perturbation, from an initial state |i〉
of a quantum system to a final state |f〉, with associated
energies Ei = ~ωi and Ef = ~ωf respectively. For the
sake of simplicity we restrict the problem to the case of
one fermion of mass mA. The result for the N particle
case, either fermions or bosons, is given in Appendix A.
We have:
cfi(t) = − i~
∫ t
0
ds 〈f |e i~ Hˆ0sVˆ (s)e− i~ Hˆ0s|i〉 , (1)
where Hˆ0 is the free Hamiltonian and the perturbation,
for the CSL process applied to a particle of mass mA, is
[23]:
Vˆ (t) =
∫
dzwt(z)Vˆ(z),
Vˆ(z) = − ~
m0
mAg(z− xˆA),
(2)
where m0 is the nucleon mass, wt(z) is a noise with zero
mean (E[wt(z)] = 0) and correlator:
E[wt(z)ws(x)] =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dω γ(ω)e−iω(t−s)δ(x− z),
(3)
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2where γ(ω) = γ(−ω) is the frequency-dependent collapse
strength. We denoted with xˆA the position operator of
the particle, and:
g(x) =
e−x
2/2r2C
(
√
2pirC)3
=
1
(2pi)3
∫
dq e−q
2r2C/2−iq·x. (4)
We assume that the particle is free and confined in a box
of side L; the initial and final states read:
〈x|i〉 = e
iki·x
L3/2
, and 〈x|f〉 = e
ikf ·x
L3/2
. (5)
We then have:
cfi(t) =
imA
m0L3
∫
dqe−q
2r2C/2
∫ t
0
ds eiωfis
×
∫
dzws(z)e
−iq·zδ(kf − ki − q),
(6)
where ωfi = ωf − ωi and ki, kf are the initial and fi-
nal momenta of the particle, respectively. The transition
probability, under stochastic average, is then given by
E[|cfi|2] = m
2
A
m20L
3
∫
dq e−q
2r2C
∫
dω γ(ω)δ(kf − ki − q) t δ(t)(ωfi − ω), (7)
where we used the relations:
[δ(kf − ki − q)]2 ∼ (L/(2pi))3δ(kf − ki − q),∫ t
0
ds ei(ωfi−ω)s = 2piei(ωfi−ω)t/2δ(t)(ωfi − ω),[
δ(t)(ωfi − ω)
]2
∼ (t/(2pi)) δ(t)(ωfi − ω).
(8)
We now apply Eq. (7) to the system under study, i.e.
a particle in a Fermi gas. The heating power PCSL(t) =
dETOT(t)/ dt reads:
PCSL(t) =
d
dt
∑
i
∑
f
N (ki) (1−N (kf )) ~ωfiE|cfi(t)|2,
(9)
where N(ki) is the probability of the initial state having
momentum ki, and (1−N (kf )) is the probability for
the final state with momentum kf not to be occupied,
otherwise the particle could not jump there because of
the Pauli exclusion principle. Since N (ki)N (kf ) and
E[|cfi|2] are even, whereas ωfi is odd, under the inter-
change i↔ f , the term containing N (ki)N (kf ) makes a
vanishing contribution to Eq. (9). The above expression
then simplifies to
PCSL(t) =
d
dt
∑
i
∑
f
N (ki)~ωfiE|cfi(t)|2. (10)
Using the standard box-normalization prescription, ac-
cording to which in the limit L→ +∞:
1
L3
∑
p
g(p)→ 1
(2pi)3
∫
dp g(p), (11)
one obtains
PCSL(t) =
L3
(2pi)3
d
dt
∑
i
N (ki)
∫
dkf ~ωfiE|cfi(t)|2,
(12)
which in the long time limit reads
PCSL(t) =
m2A
m20(2pi)
3
∑
i
N (ki)
∫
dq ~ω¯i(q)e−q
2r2Cγ(ω¯i(q)),
(13)
where
ω¯i(q) =
~
2mA
(q2 + 2ki · q). (14)
In the white noise case, where γ(ω) = γ, the integration
over q can be easily performed, giving:
PCSL(t) =
3
4
~2λmA
m20r
2
C
, (15)
where we used γ = λ(
√
4pirC)
3 and
∑
i N (ki) = 1. For
the N atom case, the calculation of Appendix A shows
that mA in Eq. (15) is replaced by the total mass M =
NmA. This is the same result obtained from the study
of phononic modes in matter [23, 44, 45].
III. NEUTRON STARS
Neutron stars are small (radius ∼ 10 km) and dense
(mass M ∼ 1.4 − 4.2 × 1030 kg and density µ ∼
1017 kg/m3), resulting from the collapsed cores of stars
with mass above the Chandrasekhar limit [46]. After
a first stage next to their formation, where they cool
through emission of baryonic matter, the main cooling
process is dominated by thermal emission of radiation
[47, 48], which is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
Prad = SσT
4, (16)
where S is the surface of the neutron star, σ = 5.6 ×
10−8 W m−2K−4 is the Stefan’s constant and T is the
effective black-body temperature of the star. As a
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FIG. 1: Bounds on the collapse parameters λ and rC for
the standard (white noise) mass-proportional CSL model.
The red and blue lines denote the upper bounds given by
Eq. (17) applied to the heat flow from the neutron star
PSR J 1840-1419 and from Neptune. The shaded areas show
the already experimentally and theoretically excluded regions:
the orange region comes from cold atom experiment [14, 50];
the green region from phonon analysis in cryogenic experi-
ments [23, 45, 51]; the blue region from x-ray emission from
germanium [7, 11, 12, 21, 52]; the purple region from mechan-
ical cantilever [16, 19]; the pink region from LISA Pathfinder
[17, 24, 53, 54]; the grey region from theoretical arguments
[20, 22].
reference value for the temperature we can consider
T = 0.28+0.19−0.12 × 106 K, which refers to the neutron star
PSR J 1840-1419 [49]. The radius is R = 10 km and the
mass M = 2× 1030 kg, equal to the solar mass, giving a
density µ = 4.8× 1017 kg/m3. Variation of R and M , for
typical dimensions of a neutron star, do not imply sig-
nificant changes in the bounds on the CSL parameters.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assuming that the neutron star’s thermal radiation
emission is balanced by the heating effect due to the CSL
noise, we impose Prad = PCSL. This gives an estimate of
collapse rate:
λ =
16R2m20pir
2
CT
4σ
3M~2
, (17)
where we assumed that the neutron star can be approxi-
mated by a sphere of radius R. The corresponding upper
bound is shown in red in Fig. 1.
It is interesting to apply Eq. (17) to other objects in the
Universe. Table I shows the values of the ratio Prad/M
and the corresponding value of λ/r2C for the planets in
the Solar system, the Moon, the Sun and, as a compari-
son, that of the neutron star PSR J 1840-1419 analized
above. Numbers show that Neptune gives the best ratio
TABLE I: Numerical values of the ratio Prad/M for the plan-
ets in the Solar system (Sun and Moon included) [61], and
the corresponding value of λ/r2C according to Eq. (17). For
completeness, we report also the values for the neutron star
PSR J 1840-1419 analized above.
Prad/M [W/kg] λ/r
2
C[s
−1m−2]
Mercury 4.74× 10−7 1.57× 108
Venus 1.40× 10−8 4.62× 106
Earth 2.00× 10−8 6.60× 106
Moon 1.55× 10−7 5.12× 107
Mars 2.45× 10−8 8.10× 106
Jupiter 2.76× 10−10 9.14× 104
Saturn 1.94× 10−10 6.40× 104
Uranus 6.03× 10−11 2.00× 104
Neptune 1.99× 10−11 6.57× 103
Pluto 1.50× 10−10 4.98× 104
Sun 1.90× 10−4 6.29× 1010
Neutron star 2.85× 10−7 9.43× 107
λ/r2C, which is more than 4 orders smaller than the neu-
tron star’s one. The corresponding upper bound is iden-
tified by continuous blue line in Fig. 1. These bounds are
weaker than the already existing bounds, and are further
weakened if one assumes a high-frequency cut off in the
noise spectrum following the methods of [23, 55–58], or
dissipative modification of the CSL model as shown in
[14, 20, 59, 60].
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Appendix A: Field-theoretical calculation
We perform the same analysis presented in the main text, within the framework of quantum field theory. Let us
consider the CSL Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + VˆCSL, (A1)
where
Hˆ0 =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτibˆ
†
pτi(t)bˆpτi(t), (A2)
is the free Hamiltonian; the first sum is over the i -type of particle, the second sum over the spin τ (i-th type of
particle) and the third over momentum. Here bˆ†pτi and bˆpτi are creation and annihilation operators respectively: since
the final result is independent from the particle nature, they can be fermionic or bosonic. In fact, the derivation
presented below depends only on the following commutation relations [bˆ†pτibˆp′τj , bˆ
†
kτ ′l] = δ
(3)(p′ − k)δττ ′δjlbˆ†pτi and
[bˆ†pτibˆp′τj , bˆkτ ′l] = −δ(3)(p′−k)δττ ′δjlbˆpτi, which are identical for fermions and bosons. The CSL stochastic potential
5is [7]:
VˆCSL = −~
∑
j
∑
τ ′
mj
m0
∫
dx Ψˆ†τ ′j(x, t)Ψˆτ ′j(x, t)ξ(x, t), (A3)
Here we introduced:
ξ(x, t) =
∫
dy
e−(x−y)
2/2r2C
(
√
2pirC)3
wt(y), (A4)
whose mean and correlator are:
E[ξ(x, t)] = 0, and E[ξ(x, t)ξ(y, s)] = γ˜(t− s)F (x− y), (A5)
where E denotes the stochastic average over the noise,
F (x) =
e−x
2/4r2C
(
√
4pirC)3
, and γ˜(t) =
1
2pi
∫
dω γ(ω)e−iωt. (A6)
The relation between the operator Ψˆτj(x, t) and bˆpτi(t) is given by
Ψˆτj(x, t) =
∑
p
ψpτj(x)bˆpτj(t),
bˆpτj(t) =
∫
dxψ∗pτj(x)Ψˆτj(x, t),
(A7)
with ψpτj(x) denoting the Fourier coefficients of the transformation, spin τ and of momentum p. Below we specify
the exact form of ψpτj(x). The evolution of bˆpτi(t) is determined by the Heisenberg equation
dbˆpτj(t)
dt =
i
~ [Hˆ, bˆpτj(t)],
which gives
dbˆpτj(t)
dt
= − i
~
Epτj bˆpτj(t) + i
mj
m0
∑
k
∫
dxψ∗pτj(x)ψkτj(x)ξ(x, t)bˆkτj(t). (A8)
The solution is:
bˆpτj(t) = e
− i~Epτjtbˆpτj(0) + i
mj
m0
∑
k
∫
dxψ∗pτj(x)ψkτj(x)
∫ t
0
ds e−
i
~Epτj(t−s)ξ(x, s)bˆkτj(s). (A9)
Since bˆkτj(s) appears also in the last term, we need to solve perturbatively. We replace bˆkτj(s) with the corresponding
form given again by Eq. (A9), and truncate the expression to order γ:
bˆpτj(t) = Aˆpτj(t) + Bˆpτj(t) + Cˆpτj(t) +O(γ3/2), (A10)
where
Aˆpτj(t) = e
− i~Epτjtbˆpτj(0),
Bˆpτj(t) = i
mj
m0
∑
k
∫
dxψ∗pτj(x)ψkτj(x)
∫ t
0
ds e−
i
~Epτj(t−s)ξ(x, s)e−
i
~Ekτjsbˆkτj(0),
Cˆpτj(t) = −
(
mj
m0
)2∑
kk′
∫
dxψ∗pτj(x)ψkτj(x)
∫ t
0
ds e−
i
~Epτj(t−s)ξ(x, s)
∫
dyψ∗kτj(y)ψk′τj(y)×∫ s
0
ds′ e−
i
~Ekτj(s−s
′)ξ(y, s′)e−
i
~Ek′τjs
′
bˆk′τj(0).
(A11)
Given these expressions, we can compute the evolution of the energy expectation value, which is given by
ETOT(t) = E[〈Hˆ〉]. (A12)
6Due to the stochastic properties in Eq. (A5), we have E[VˆCSL] = 0, therefore only Hˆ0 contributes to ETOT(t). In
particular
ETOT(t) = ETOT(0) + E
CSL,1
TOT (t) + E
CSL,2
TOT (t) +O(γ3/2), (A13)
where
ETOT(0) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi 〈Aˆ†pτi(t)Aˆpτi(t)〉 ,
ECSL,1TOT (t) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi 〈Bˆ†pτi(t)Bˆpτi(t)〉 ,
ECSL,2TOT (t) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi 〈Aˆ†pτi(t)Cˆpτi(t) + H.C.〉 ,
(A14)
where H.C. stands for hermitian conjugate. We notice that there is no contribution from terms like Aˆ†pτi(t)Bˆpτi(t) or
Bˆ†pτi(t)Cˆpτi(t): the first is zero under stochastic average and the second scales with γ
3/2 and can be then neglected.
The above expressions, together with Eq. (A11), give:
ETOT(0) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi 〈bˆ†pτi(0)bˆpτi(0)〉 ,
ECSL,1TOT (t) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi
(
mi
m0
)2∑
kk′
∫
dx
∫
dyψpτi(x)ψ
∗
kτi(x)ψ
∗
pτi(y)ψk′τi(y)F (x− y)×∫ t
0
ds
∫ t
0
ds′ γ˜(s− s′)e− i~Epτi(s−s′)e i~Ekτise− i~Ek′τis′ 〈bˆ†kτi(0)bk′τi(0)〉 ,
ECSL,2TOT (t) = −
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
Epτi
(
mi
m0
)2∑
kk′
∫
dx
∫
dyF (x− y)ψkτi(x)ψ∗kτi(y)
∫ t
0
ds
∫ s
0
ds′ γ˜(s− s′)×[
ψ∗pτi(x)ψk′τi(y)e
i
~Epτise−
i
~Ekτi(s−s
′)e−
i
~Ek′τis
′ 〈bˆ†pτi(0)bˆk′τi(0)〉+
ψpτi(y)ψ
∗
k′τi(x)e
− i~Epτise
i
~Ekτi(s−s
′)e
i
~Ek′τis
′ 〈bˆ†k′τi(0)bˆpτi(0)〉
]
.
(A15)
The above terms contain 〈bˆ†pτi(0)bˆkτi(0)〉. To compute it we consider a state of N particles with density matrix
diagonal in momentum and weight given by the occupation number N (p). Then we have
〈bˆ†pτi(0)bˆkτi(0)〉 = δpkN (p). (A16)
Although N (p) is different in the fermionic and the bosonic case, as it should be clear from the calculations, the final
result is independent from the type of statistics. Applying this result we obtain
ETOT(0) =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
EpτiN (p),
ECSL,1TOT (t) = t
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
pk
Epτi
(
mi
m0
)2
N (k)
∫
dx
∫
dyψpτi(x)ψ
∗
kτi(x)ψ
∗
pτi(y)ψkτi(y)F (x− y)×∫
dω γ(ω) δ(t)
(
Epτi−Ekτi
~ − ω
)
,
ECSL,2TOT (t) = −t
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p,k
EpτiN (p)
(
mi
m0
)2 ∫
dx
∫
dyψkτi(x)ψ
∗
pτi(x)ψpτi(y)ψ
∗
kτi(y)F (x− y)×∫
dω γ(ω) δ(t)
(
Epτi−Ekτi
~ − ω
)
(A17)
where we exploited the relations in Eq. (8) and Eq. (A6).
7So far the result is general. We now apply it to the case of interest, i.e. N particles in a cube box of length L. We
apply the periodic boundary conditions and the box-normalization prescription
ψpτi(x)→ φqτi(x) = e
iqτi·x
L3/2
, with qτi =
2pi
L
nτi, (A18)
where nτi ∈ Z3. The wavefunctions φqτi(x) are orthonormal∫ L
2
−L2
∫ L
2
−L2
∫ L
2
−L2
dxφq(x)φ
∗
q′(x) = δnn′ . (A19)
In the L→ +∞ limit (so that space-integrals extend over the whole space and can be performed exactly) we have
ECSL,1TOT (t) = t
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
pk
Epτi
(
mi
m0
)2
N (k)e
−(p−k)2r2C
L3
∫
dω γ(ω) δ(t)
(
Epτi−Ekτi
~ − ω
)
,
ECSL,2TOT (t) = −t
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p,k
EpτiN (p)
(
mi
m0
)2
e−(p−k)
2r2C
L3
∫
dω γ(ω) δ(t)
(
Epτi−Ekτi
~ − ω
)
,
(A20)
The CSL heating power PCSL =
d
dtETOT(t) in the long time limit is then given by
PCSL =
∑
i
∑
τ
∑
p
(
mi
m0
)2
N (p) 1
L3
∑
k
e−(p−k)
2r2C (Ekτi − Epτi) γ(Epτi−Ekτi~ ). (A21)
In the white noise case, where γ(ω) = γ = λ(2
√
pirC)
3, by taking Ekτi = ~2k2/(2mi) we find
γ
L3
∑
k
e−(p−k)
2r2C(Ekτi − Epτi) −−−−−→
L→+∞
3~2λ
4mir2C
. (A22)
By merging with Eq. (A21) we have:
PCSL =
3~2λ
4m20r
2
C
∑
i
mi
∑
τ
∑
p
N (p) = 3~
2λM
4m20r
2
C
, (A23)
since that
∑
τ
∑
pN (p) gives the number of particle of type i.
